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kitabmusthalahhaditspdfdownload kitabmusthalahhaditspdfdownload 00:00:00 Intro :0:00/1:20:00 Hands :0:00/1:00:00 upbeat/lively :0:05/1:25:00 Accompaniment :0:06/1:38:00 Main Melody :0:08/1:45:00 Outro :0:20/1:50:00 Echo :0:20/1:27:00 0:00/1:20:00 A rolling, round, unembellished riff offers a slow, steady bed for Sam Fisher's bass, a quick and precisely timed, syncopated phrase, and then is chased out to the rim with a
sudden, frantic accompaniment. How much time we have in between the real point and Sam Fisher's, the point in the sonically real, now measures the importance of the "throwdown" as a chance to end the riff once and for all. It's a tiny pause in the rhythm and a tiny pause in the main melody. It's not even half a measure, and it's perfect. When this pause passes, the rest of the song reaches down and offers its hand up to the riff, once
again propelling it into the main melody, but this time in a different way. In it's own music, this pause is momentous, but it's an afterthought. It's the main rhythm alone. The riff has it's own life. It has its own pace and its own rhythm. It has its own climax, and then it is yielded back to the main melody, which in turn has its own climax, and yet the riff is never allowed to rest. It never rests. It's never given respite for even a moment,
never allowed to wane. It is always, and only, the main story. The whole song is this riff and it's main melody, and the bass is the riff's memory. And the main melody is the main melody of the memory, not just the memory itself, but both of them together, and the whole song is just these two characters running through their play. Kitabmusthalahhaditspdfdownload: if you weren't sure where the main melody began, now you know.
When it comes to the chorus, the details are a little more ambiguous. At the beginning, it's 82138339de
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